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Abstract
One of the most influencing theories in numerical cognition proposes a specialized cognitive system for
extracting number out of visual displays. This system has been suggested to map number onto a mental
representation of space, the mental number line. While initially number extraction was said to occur
independent of visual features, recent evidences challenge this view. After introducing the basics of
numerical cognition, the current article will briefly outline this ongoing dispute based on literature
coming from the line bisection task. Finally, directions for future research are proposed.
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Numerical cognition
Since the ancient Greeks, a tight linkage between
numbers and space has been assumed. This
linkage has driven mathematics as for example
reflected in Cartesian coordinate system. Besides
formal mathematics, we also see behavioral
evidence for a number-space mapping. The
spatial-numerical association of response codes
(SNARC) effect (Dehaene et al. 1993) is probably
the most known example here. Responses to
smaller numbers are quicker when they are
presented in spaces on the left side, while for
larger numbers the right side results in faster
responses.
This mapping between number and space has led
to the concept of a mental number line
(Dehaene 2001; Hubbard et al. 2005): Western
cultures seem to automatically follow a left-toright orientation of increasing numbers. The
underlying processes are assumed automatic and
behavioral effects can be observed even when
numerical magnitude is not task relevant: The
original experiment showing the SNARC effect

simply asked participants to judge whether a
number is even or odd.
Recent findings reported on the existence of a
mental number line in newborn chicks (Rugani et
al. 2015). This supports one of the main theories
in numerical cognition that postulates a nonverbal approximate number system (Barth et al.
2003; Halberda and Feigenson 2008; Dehaene
and Cohen 1997; Dehaene et al. 1993). In this
cognitive system, numbers are approximated as
numerosities, i.e. a continuous mental
representation of magnitude (Cantlon et al.
2009). In this way, a quick estimation or
comparison of number is achieved. The
approximate number system therefore builds the
basis for arithmetic abilities from early life on
(Barth et al. 2003; Halberda and Feigenson 2008;
Dehaene 2009). It also allows us to extract nonsymbolic number of objects out of visual scenes.
The ability to quantify such sets of items is highly
relevant in natural settings. In fact, we often
have to separate smaller from larger magnitudes
instead of identifying the precise number. In
summary, there is evidence for a fast and
automatic number sense that makes use of a
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tight coupling between number and space.
The line bisection task
One of the best described clinical scenarios of
deficits in number-space interactions is seen in
hemispatial neglect (for a review see Jewell and
McCourt 2000). Patients suffer from damage to
(usually right) parietal cortices and consequently
tend to ignore the contralesional (left)
hemispace. The classical test to study this
neglect is the line bisection task where the
midpoint of a physical line has to be indicated
(Albert 1973; Driver and Vuilleumier 2001).
Patients with left neglect bisect lines markedly to
the right of the true midpoint. Interestingly,
when asked to tell the midpoint of a number
interval they also tend to respond with numbers
to the right, i.e. numbers that are too large (Zorzi
et al. 2002). This finding again suggested the
spatial characteristics of the mental number line.
When using line bisection tasks in healthy
subjects, one can also observe misjudgments of
the true midpoint (Bowers and Heilman 1980).
This time the bisection bias is to the left and is
referred to as pseudoneglect. Moreover, the bias
in bisecting a physical line is positively correlated
with the same task using a mental number
interval (Longo and Lourenco 2007). This
number-space interaction is also evident for
strings of Arabic digits instead of a line: Fisher
(2001) showed a leftwards bias for strings of
small numbers like 2222222, while a rightwards
bias can be seen for larger numbers (e.g.
8888888). The overall proposed explanation for
the effects described so far is that spatial
attention influences bisection performance.
Manipulating spatial attention has been used to
further explore the nature of (pseudo-)neglect.
The idea is to present cues at both ends of the
line, so called flankers, which may modulate the
observed bisection bias. Numerous studies have
shown a systematic bias towards flankers

signaling larger magnitude when using Arabic
digits (de Hevia et al. 2008; de Hevia and Spelke
2009; Fischer 2001; Stöttinger et al. 2012), nonsymbolic numerical cues like dot arrays (de Hevia
and Spelke 2009; Gebuis and Reynvoet 2011,
2012b) or number words (Calabria and Rossetti
2005). Thus, representations of task irrelevant
numerical magnitude are believed to overlap
with representations of line length resulting in an
overall estimate of magnitude (de Hevia and
Spelke 2009).
An ongoing dispute
Over the last years, several studies have explored
line bisection using non-symbolic flankers. This
approach usually applied arrays of dots ranging
from 1 dot to 9 dots. Because no cognitive
resources related to language or digit processing
are needed, this design is believed to reveal the
very basic number-space interactions of the
approximate number system. The predominant
theory suggests that extracting numerosity
should be independent of the visual properties
of the flankers. Instead, the numerical disparity
of flankers has been said to result in a cognitive
illusion of line length (de Hevia and Spelke 2009;
de Hevia et al. 2006; de Hevia et al. 2008;
Stöttinger et al. 2012): The flanker with larger
numerosity induces a relative lengthening of this
hemispace. Another explanation proposed that
the mental number line is logarithmic and thus a
compression of the larger numerosity and its
hemispace takes place (Longo and Lourenco
2007; Dehaene and Mehler 1992; Dehaene
2003).
One issue in these theoretical considerations is
whether the experimental procedures controlled
for potential influences of factors other than
numerical cues. A meta-analysis, for example,
revealed age, sex, handedness and scanning
direction as moderator variables (Jewell and
McCourt 2000). Besides these factors, the
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features of the visual display themselves have
been controversially discussed. De Hevia and
Spelke (2009) showed that pseudoneglect can be
seen in preschool children as young as five years.
As the bias was in the same direction as in adults,
they suggested a non-directional spontaneous
mapping present before any education in formal
mathematics. Most important, the authors found
no influence of contour, surface or distance of
the flanking dots on performance. It was
concluded that visual properties did not
influence line bisection.
Gebuis and Gevers (2011) questioned these
conclusions as they argued that only a very small
subset of visual cues had been considered. When
controlling for the area subtended by the
flankers, they observed a bias towards larger
area instead of larger numerosity. Consequently,
a weighing process of all the different visual
features was suggested to finally result in an
estimate of numerosity. This is well in line with
other models proposing an intermediate step in
number extraction for non-symbolic cues
(Sophian and Chu 2008).
In a reply to Gebuis, de Hevia (2011) objected
that the speeded visuo-spatial task design of line
bisection may have prevented extraction of
numerical information. Instead, non-numerical
cues could have overridden number. The authors
did not deny an influence of visual cues but
reviewed a consistent effect of number itself in
the literature (Burr and Ross 2008; Brannon
2006; Cantlon and Brannon 2007; de Hevia et al.
2006; Xu and Spelke 2000). Against this
argument, a recent study corroborated a primary
role of stimuli area in line bisection tasks (Cleland
and Bull 2015). Importantly, this work replicated
the bias to larger area (but smaller number)
across different ranges and ratios of nonsymbolic items and in cases where the flankers
showed equal numbers. However, it is
impossible to control for all visual properties of
stimuli and thus number and visual information
on magnitude are always confound to some
extend (Gebuis and Reynvoet 2012a, 2013,
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2014). For non-symbolic number in natural
settings this notion is intuitively valid: Larger
number usually goes along with larger size,
contour or area of items. The common ground,
considering both sides of this research dispute, is
that numerical and non-numerical information of
magnitude are closely linked.
A new agenda emerging in numerical cognition
The term “number sense” illustrates the
proposed link and several findings are of interest
to this definition. First, perception of numerosity
is susceptible to adaptation (Arrighi et al. 2014;
Burr and Ross 2008). When participants adapted
to a large number of dots, subsequent number
extraction underestimated the magnitude
information (Burr & Ross 2008). Moreover,
Arrighi and colleagues (2014) reported that
serially presented flashes and tones affected the
perceived numerosity. Even more, they found
robust cross-modal (auditory-visual) and crossformat (sequential-simultaneous display) effects
and concluded that a common representation of
numerosity integrates information across time
and space. The second line of support comes
from findings of a topographic “numerosity map”
in parietal cortex (Harvey et al. 2013): neurons
were tuned to preferred numerosity in a spatially
ordered way indicating a higher-order
association map. Yet, also in this study the
strength of tuning was not insensitive to stimulus
properties like circumference of the dots. One
and the same neuron could therefore encode
visual properties, number or a mixture of both.
To better assess this presumed continuum of
responses in neural populations, I suggest
transferring methodological approaches from
other disciplines. The majority of studies in line
bisection have relied on paper-and-pencil tasks.
Besides some inaccuracy in evaluating the
marked midpoint, those experiments could not
explore the sensorimotor processes that led to
the final output (i.e. marking the midpoint). From
mouse-tracking research, however, we know
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that movement trajectories can reveal potential
conflicts
between
competing
mental
representations (Faulkenberry 2014; Scherbaum
et al. 2010; Spivey et al. 2005). For example,
Faulkenberry (2014) showed continuous
movement deflections to the wrong visual target
in a numerical parity task. Computerized
bisection tasks have already been used in healthy
and diseased participants (Ozel-Kizil et al. 2012;
Rolfe et al. 2008; Mendez et al. 1997; Benwell et
al. 2014), although only the endpoint of
movement has been analyzed. This is surprising
given that Benwell (2014), for example, explored
the timeline of early electroencephalographic
activations in the ventral attention network.
Tracking neural responses along with movement
trajectories should give more insights into the
processes driving the bias in line bisection.
A first step in this direction has already been
realized in my laboratory: movement trajectories
during computerized line bisection revealed that
the bias appears during early periods of the
movement and persists in a robust way
throughout the remaining path (Haslbeck et al.
2015). This finding argues against higher-order
cognitive processing, which would be expected
to result in effects later on in time. Instead, it
supports recent ideas that numerosity estimates
emerge out of the visual properties of stimuli.
Future studies will have to explore the details of
this time-resolved processing which may
contribute to resolve the current issues in
numerical cognition.
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